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"Powersystemprotectionandswitchgearbyozapdffree" by Philip Jump The Blues Brothers (soundtrack) is an album by the Wrecking Crew of 1977, credited as The Wrecking Crew, The
Blues Brothers Band, and as Danny and Dave, with the single "Buddy" becoming a number-one hit on the Billboard Hot 100 chart and elsewhere. In all, the album featured 12 songs

by the crew, of which just the five noted above were recorded. Danny Elfman had planned a sequel to the film The Wild Wild West starring Dennis Farina and John Belushi in the
roles of the Blues Brothers. He had written the songs "Buddy (If You Only Keep Loving Me) and "Long Haired Country Boy", which was to be performed by John, and "The Happy-Sad
Blues (A Tribute to Elmore James)", which would have been performed by Belushi. These songs were recorded and to be performed by them in the sequel, but didn't make the final
cut. A third soundtrack album, This Is the Blues, was released in 1978. Contents The album featured several songs written by Dave van Ronk and songs co-written by Carl and Ray,
including "Shakey Jake". Van Ronk, many years later in an interview with the radio show Coast to Coast AM on December 12, 1982, claimed that the co-authors of the songs on this
album were completely unknown to him at the time of recording.[1] In his book The Mayor of MacDougal Street, Alec Wilkinson writes that van Ronk claimed that he didn't actually
play any instruments on the album, and that one of his bandmates (who he says was Barry Friedman) played the drums and sang. He also says he has been told by another band

member, who wishes to remain anonymous, that he didn't even know which song he was singing.[2] The album also features performances by a young Tom Waits on backing vocals
on "The Happy-Sad Blues".[3] The band made two other appearances on the soundtrack. Van Ronk also had a cameo role in the film. In the scene where the famous "Buddy" sign is

shown being inflated, there is a close up of the audience. Underneath this is a very thin blue line of his singing reaching up for the sign. The band is shown again in the film's
"encore" scene, as a bespectacled man in a
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